
n an unprecedented 2016 US election, businessman 
turned TV personality Donald J. Trump was elected as the 
45th President of the United States and assumed office on 

20 January 2017. Trump beat seasoned politician Hillary Clinton, 
who if she had won would have been the first woman president of 
the United States. More than the shock of Trump becoming 

POTUS, was the fact that it was the voting decisions of white 
women that helped get him into office, despite Trumps 

well-documented history of sexism and misogyny . Trump won 53% of 
white women’s votes and in the three states that decided the election – 

Wisconsin, Pennsylvania and Michigan – that margin was enough to send 
him to the White House .

In an article penned for the Atlantic, author Ta-Nehisi Coates explains how 
the election of Donald Trump was in essence the preservation of white 

supremacy for his presidency is founded on the negation of Barack Obama’s 
legacy as America’s first black president . Arguably, white women have 
historically helped their white husbands uphold white supremacy , choosing 
their relative comfort and ability to shape their own future over the safety of 
black and brown people. 

Christine Hutchison, a San Francisco based PhD psychology student with the 
Wright Institute has argued  that the 53% of white women who cast their vote 
for Trump did so out of both internalised oppression and dominance. She 
argues, 

White women have experienced the oppression and violence done to our 
gender as well as the privilege and dominance we have been handed in 

accordance with our race and so our unconscious holds the sexism done against us 
and [it also holds] the racism done by us. We are not consciously racist, but we 
benefit from continued white supremacy by uncritically accepting our relative 
safety and our ability to shape our own future. We decide to believe racism is 
the occasional one-off act of violence, which we decry, not acknowledging 
that our daily decisions of where to live, what to buy and whose voices we 
share with our white communities are all ways we participate in racism. We 
believe, unconsciously, that our own comfort is more important than the 
safety of people of color.
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